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Our Family of Brands:


	

Carolina


[image: Carolina Brand Website]
Built For Work - Unmatched comfort, flawless performance and remarkable durability.









	

Matterhorn


[image: Matterhorn Boots on Carolinashoe.com]
Protecting and serving miners worldwide for decades, designing safe, innovative products for the coal, precious metal, mineral, oil and gas industries.









	

Corcoran


[image: Corcoran Footwear on Carolinashoe.com]
Built using the best components available, the newest technology and comfort designs Corcoran® remains the brand of choice for military and security personel.









	

Align


[image: Align Brand Website]
Feel the difference of anatomical comfort technology - innovative footwear for men and women.









	

Børn


[image: Born Brand Website]
Artisan Crafted Footwear: Refined styling. Extraordinary comfort & craftsmanship.









	

Nurse Mates


[image: Nurse Mates Brand Website]
Innovative and purposeful footwear not only for medical professionals but for overall healthy lifestyles.









	

Super Shoes


[image: Super Shoes Website]
150+ more brands to explore!
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Casual & Fashion

	Kork-Ease
	B.Ø.C.
	Comfortiva
	Bionica



	
Work & Service

	Chippewa



	
Western

	Justin Boots
	Nocona
	Tony Lama
	

	Double-H Boots











 










Find The Perfect Gift For Mom With Our Mother's Day Collection.  Shop Collection.
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Sandals

	

Shop All womens sandals


	

Flat Sandals
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Wedge Sandals


	

Platform Sandals







Heels

	

Shop All womens heels


	

Clogs


	

Pumps
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Heeled Sandals







Dress

	

Shop All womens dress-shoes


	

Dress Flats
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Dress Wedges
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[image: New In. Shop New Arrivals. Featuring the Faxyn Sandal in Zante Blue.]
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[image: Sandal Season. Shop Sandals. Featuring the Bali sandal in White.]
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[image: Luxurious Loafers. Shop Loafers. Featuring the Napoli loafer in Sky Navy.]
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[image: Fallon sandal in metallic.]


Shop Sandals











[image: Pru Sandals in green.]


Shop New Arrivals











[image: Liv heeled sandal in metallic.]


Shop Heels



















Trending Styles
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Faxyn






$119.95








Black

















A chic low-heeled sandal stitched from soft Italian leathers.
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Bali available in 
+10
more colors













Bali






$129.95








Luggage (Tan)

















Rich leathers and an oval statement buckle add chic flair to our stylish Bali walking sandal.
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Vaya available in 
+3
more colors













Vaya






$114.95








Luggage (Brown)

















The go-to sandal for all your favorite spring and summer looks. Vaya is wrapped in luxe leathers for a seamless, modern effect.
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Camille available in 
+5
more colors













Camille






$139.95








Black

















Bring a fresh twist to your summer looks in this luxe wrapround leather sandal.
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Trudy available in 
+1
more colors













Trudy






$119.95








White

















Power through your workouts or breeze through your everyday routine in this ultralight, eco-friendly sneaker.
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Faro available in 
+3
more colors













Faro






$109.95








White

















Designed with sustainably-made knit uppers and an incredibly comfortable fit, our new classic knit sneaker is a must-have.
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Frayda available in 
+2
more colors













Frayda






$109.95








Blush (Pink)

















Eco-conscious with a sporty twist – our cool, modern slip-on designed for all-day comfort.
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Fianna available in 
+1
more colors













Fianna






$124.95








White/Silver (White)

















Effortlessly cool in every way – the perfect sneaker to level up your casual looks.
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Camille available in 
+5
more colors













Camille






$139.95








Black

















Bring a fresh twist to your summer looks in this luxe wrapround leather sandal.
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Lacie available in 
+1
more colors













Lacie






$129.95








Luggage (Tan)

















A lofty block heel gives this modern platform sandal a sophisticated lift.
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Liv available in 
+1
more colors













Liv






$139.95








Black

















This modern-classic dress sandal is styled to effortlessly complement any look.
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Mendi available in 
+3
more colors













Mendi






$129.95








Black

















Endlessly flattering and always sophisticated: The Mendi brings Italian leathers and our signature comfort together in one irresistible sandal.

























































[image: Featuring the Faro, Frayda, and Fianna sneakers in tan, and assorted greys.]


Sporty Sneakers



Featuring the Faro, Frayda, and Fianna



Shop Sneakers











[image: Featuring the Verd II sandal in blue.]


Wedding Collection



Featuring the Verdi II in Marine Teal



Shop Wedding Collection





























Styles Just For You
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Lacie available in 
+1
more colors













Lacie






$129.95








Luggage (Tan)

















A lofty block heel gives this modern platform sandal a sophisticated lift.
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Camille available in 
+5
more colors













Camille






$139.95








Black

















Bring a fresh twist to your summer looks in this luxe wrapround leather sandal.
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Mackenna available in 
+4
more colors













Mackenna






$119.95








Caramel (Tan)

















Sleek, smooth leathers and a rugged sole make this sandal ideal for weekend getaways or everyday adventures.
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Vaya available in 
+3
more colors













Vaya






$114.95








Luggage (Brown)

















The go-to sandal for all your favorite spring and summer looks. Vaya is wrapped in luxe leathers for a seamless, modern effect.
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Shop Gabriella











[image: Natalia sandal in tan.]


Shop Natalia











[image: Frayda sneaker in white.]


Shop Frayda


































Follow Us on Instagram and Tag Your Spring Looks with #PerfectlySofft
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@Sofftshoes on Instagram
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